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Microsoft Azure
Migration Assessment
Take the First Step in Your
Migration Journey

What’s Included

Most business leaders recognize that a move to cloud is
no longer a “maybe” but a “must.” But determining which
applications and workloads to migrate – and how to do it –
can be a challenge.

• Data analysis on a specific scenario, workload, or set of
applications, aligned with key business objectives based on
discussions with stakeholders
• Architecture design and migration plan with Azure
consumption cost estimates
• A personalized cloud strategy discussion based on real-time
data on server and application performance

That’s where Microsoft Azure comes in.
With its wide array of services and ability to provide both
the cloud infrastructure and platform, Microsoft Azure is a
leader in the space. We can help you define a roadmap to the
cloud with Azure by delivering an in-depth identification and
analysis of a specific workload or application with Azure cost
consumption estimates, reference architecture design, and a
migration plan. We will examine a specific scenario, including
topics such as:

• Detailed performance reporting to facilitate future data
platform modernization plans

• App modernization

• Azure service and architecture recommendations

• Backup and archiving

• Azure cost consumption estimates

• Data and analytics

• Procurement recommendations

• Dev-test scenarios

• Decision criteria and time frame

• Disaster recovery

• Migration plan

• LOB applications

• Proposal for implementation and migration

• Microservices

Why Perficient

• Serverless computing

Deliverables
We’ll provide insight, analysis, and recommendations for your
Azure strategy, including:
• Data-driven findings on the workload/application

As a Gold-Certified, award-winning Microsoft partner and
one of just a handful of National Solution Providers, we are
a recognized cloud expert with years of experience helping
enterprises make the most out of the Microsoft cloud.

With its wide array of services and ability to
provide both the cloud infrastructure and platform,
Microsoft Azure is a leader in the space.
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